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INTRODUCTION
Main Results. Throughout this paper K denotes a fixed algebraically
closed field. By an algebra we mean an associative finite-dimensional
K-algebra with an identity which we shall assume without loss of general-
.ity to be basic and connected. Hence we may write an algebra A as a
 .quotient A s KQrI of the path algebra KQ of the connected Gabriel
quiver Q s Q of A by an admissible ideal I. For an algebra A, weA
denote by mod A the category of finitely generated right A-modules, by
ind A its full subcategory formed by the indecomposable modules, by GA
the Auslander]Reiten quiver of A, and by t the Auslander]ReitenA
translation D Tr in G . By an A-module is meant an object in mod A. WeA
shall identify an indecomposable A-module with the vertex of G corre-A
sponding to it.
 .Let A be an algebra and K A the Grothendieck group of A. Then0
 . nK A , Z where n is the number of vertices in the quiver Q of A. For0 A
w x  .an A-module M, we denote by M the image of M in K A . Thus0
w x w xM s N if and only if the modules M and N have the same composi-
tion factors including the multiplicities. We may ask when two indecom-
posable A-modules M and N have the same composition factors. In
particular, it would be interesting to find sufficient conditions for an
indecomposable A-module M to be uniquely determined up to isomor-
.phism by its composition factors. Presently, the most general result in this
w  .xdirection is the theorem due to I. Reiten et al. 15, 2.2 which asserts that
if M is an indecomposable A-module which does not lie on a short cycle
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M ª X ª M of nonzero nonisomorphisms in ind A, then M is uniquely
w x w  .xdetermined by M . From 15, 1.6 we know also that if M does not lie on
1  .  .a short cycle in ind A then Ext M, M , DHom M, t M s 0. ThisA AA
leads to the question whether an indecomposable A-module M with
1  . w xExt M, M s 0 is uniquely determined by M ? The following exampleA
shows that in general the answer is negative. Let A s KQrI, where Q is
the quiver
and I is the ideal of KQ generated by a 2. Then A is a 5-dimensional
algebra and mod A is equivalent to the category of finite-dimensional
K-representations
of Q satisfying the condition f 2 s 0. It is not difficult to show that ind Aa
has only seven pairwise nonisomorphic objects, and hence A is representa-
tion-finite. Consider the A-modules
and
w xThen P and N are nonisomorphic indecomposable A-modules with P s
w x  . 1  .N . Moreover, P is projective with End P , K, and clearly Ext P, PA A
s 0.
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It is known that if A is a hereditary algebra and M an indecomposable
1  .  .A-module with Ext M, M s 0 then End M , K and M is uniquelyA A
w x  w x.determined by M see 6, 7 . Moreover, if A is an arbitrary local algebra
then for the indecomposable projective module P s A we haveA
1  .  .Ext P, P s 0 and End P , A. We note also that if M is a moduleA A
1  .with Ext M, M s 0 and d s dim M, then the orbit of M under theA K
 .  .action of general linear group Gl K in the affine variety mod d ofd A
d-dimensional A-module is open, and its closure is the irreducible compo-
 .nent of mod d containing M.A
Our first result concerns the number of indecomposable modules M
1  .  .over a given algebra A such that Ext M, M s 0 but End M ` K.A A
 . ` .Denote by rad mod A the Jacobson radical of mod A and by rad mod A
i .  .the intersection of all powers rad mod A , i G 1, of rad mod A . Then a
component C of an Auslander]Reiten quiver G is said to be generalizedA
w x ` .standard 19 if rad X, Y s 0 for all X and Y from C. Recall also that a
component C of G is called standard if the full subcategory of ind AA
 .formed by the modules from C is equivalent to the mesh-category K C of
w xC 16 . It is known that every standard component of G is generalizedA
w xstandard 13 . Note also that all components in the Auslander]Reiten
 w x.quivers of tame quasi-tilted algebras see 8, 23 and polynomial growth
w x  .strongly simply connected algebras 22 are generalized standard. We
shall prove the following general fact.
THEOREM 1. Let A be an algebra and assume that e¨ery component of GA
is generalized standard. Then the number of isomorphism classes of indecom-
1  .  .posable A-modules M with Ext M, M s 0 and End M ` K is finite.A A
Recall that an algebra A s KQrI is called strongly simply connected if
Q has no oriented cycles and the first Hochschild cohomology group
1 .  w x.H C, C vanishes for every full convex subcategory C of A see 18 . The
 .algebra A is tame of polynomial growth if there exists an integer m such
that the indecomposable A-modules occur, in each dimension d, in a finite
m w xnumber of discrete and at most d one-parameter families 17 . Important
examples of polynomial growth algebras are the tilted algebras of Eu-
 w x.clidean type, the tubular algebras, and the coil algebras see 16, 2, 3 .
Recently, a representation theory of arbitrary polynomial growth strongly
simply connected algebras has been established by the first named author
w x  w x.in 22 . Moreover we know see 14 that if M is an indecomposable
module over a polynomial growth strongly simply connected algebra A
1  .  . i  .then dim Ext M, M F dim End M and Ext M, M s 0 for allK A K A A
i G 2. Our second main result is the following theorem.
THEOREM 2. Let A be a strongly simply connected algebra of polynomial
w x w xgrowth. If M and N are indecomposable A-modules with M s N and
1  .Ext M, M s 0, then M , N.A
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We show in Section 3 examples of polynomial growth strongly simply
connected algebras A of global dimension 2 which admit many indecom-
posable A-modules without selfextensions and large endomorphism rings.
The Sections 1 and 2 are devoted to the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2,
respectively.
1. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1
In our proof we need the following notion. A proper subtube of an
 .Auslander]Reiten quiver G is a full translation subquiver T X, p, q ,A
 .p, q G 1, obtained from the translation quiver T X of the form
with the set of vertices X , the set of arrows X ª X , X ªr , s rq1, s r , s r , s
X , r, s G 0, and the translation t defined on X , r G 0, s G 1, byr , sq1 r , s
 .t X s X , by identifying the vertices X with X for allr , s rq1, sy1 iqp, j i, jqq
pairs i, j G 0. Observe that then
X ; i G 0, 0 F j - q s X ; 0 F i - p , j G 0 4  4i , j i , j
 .is a complete set of pairwise different vertices of T X, p, q .
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 .LEMMA 3. Let A be an algebra and let T X, p, q be a proper subtube of
1  .G . Then Ext Z, Z s 0 for at most pq modules Z in T.A A
1  .Proof. We shall prove that, in the above notation, Ext X , X / 0A i, j i, j
for all i G p and 0 F j - q. Fix i G p and 0 F j - q. We have then in T
the rectangle
Let f : X ª X be the composition of irreducible maps corre-i, j iypq1, j
sponding to the arrows of the sectional path X ª ??? ª X , andi, j iypq1, j
let g : X ª t X be the composition of irreducible maps corre-iypq1, j A i, j
sponding to the arrows of the sectional path X ª ??? ª t X .iypq1, j A i, j
w x  .Since by 11, Sect. 1 the arrows X ª X respectively, X ª Xr , s r , sq1 rq1, s r , s
 .are for all r, s G 0 of infinite left respectively, right degree, we infer that
gf g rad pqqy2 X , t X _ rad pqqy1 X , t X . .  .i , j A i , j i , j A i , j
Hence the map gf : X ª t X does not factor through an injectivei, j A i, j
A-module. Then, by the Auslander]Reiten formula, we get
1Ext X , X , D Hom X , t X / 0. .  .AA i , j i , j i , j A i , j
this finishes the proof.
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PROPOSITION 4. Let A be an algebra and C a generalized standard
1  .component of G . Then the number of modules M in C with Ext M, M s 0A A
 .and End M ` K is finite.A
Proof. We may obviously assume that C is infinite. Observe first that if
M is a module in C which does not lie on an oriented cycle in C , then
 .End M , K. Indeed, since C is generalized standard, we haveA
` .  .rad M, M s 0. Hence, if rad M, M / 0 then there exists an oriented
 .cycle of irreducible maps in ind A and hence an oriented cycle in C
passing through M, a contradiction with our assumption on M. It follows
w xfrom 19, Theorem 2.3 that all but finitely many t -orbits in C areA
periodic. Using now the results on the shapes of semistable components
w x  w xproved by S. Liu in 12, Sect. 2 one proves see 25, Theorem 3.6 for a
.  .detailed proof that there is a finite family T s T X , p , q , . . . , T s1 1 1 1 r
 .T X , p , q of pairwise disjoint proper subtubes of C such that all butr r r
finitely many modules lying on oriented cycles in C belong to the sum
T j ??? j T . Therefore, the required statement follows directly from1 r
Lemma 3 and the above considerations.
Proof of Theorem 1. Assume now that A is an algebra such that every
wcomponent of G is generalized standard. Then it follows from 19,A
xTheorem 3.6 that all but finitely many components in G are stable tubes.A
 w x.Further it is known see 16, 20 that if an indecomposable A-module lies
1  .in a generalized standard stable tube G of G then Ext M, M s 0A A
 .implies End M , K. Applying now Proposition 4 we conclude that theA
number of isomorphism classes of indecomposable A-modules M with
1  .  .Ext M, M s 0 and End M ` K is finite. This finishes the proof ofA A
Theorem 1.
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
In our proof we need several preliminary results. We start with the
w  .xfollowing lemma stated in 1, 2.1 .
LEMMA 5. Let A be an algebra and let
w xt w xf , u , g u , f , h1 1 1 2 2 16 60 ª M N [ M [ P N ª 01 1 2 1 2
and
w xt w xf , ¨ , g ¨ , f , h2 1 2 2 3 26 60 ª M N [ M [ P N ª 02 2 3 2 3
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be short exact sequences in mod A. Then the sequence
w xt w xf , ¨ u , g , g u y¨ u , f , y¨ h , h1 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 3 2 1 26 60 ª M N [ M [ P [ P N ª 01 1 3 1 2 3
is exact.
 . w xIn the paper we abbreviate dim Hom X, Y by X, Y .K A
LEMMA 6. Let A be an algebra, let M, N be A-modules, X an indecom-
w x w xposable A-module, and assume that M s N . Then
 . w x w x w x w xi X, M y M, t X s X, N y N, t X ,A A
 . w x w y x w x w y xii M, X y t X, M s N, X y t X, N .A A
w  .x  w  .x.Proof. It follows from 5, 1.4 see 20, 4.1 .
LEMMA 7. Let D be a tilted algebra of type A , m G 1, and let Y ªm 1
Y ª ??? ª Y be a sectional path in G . Let i , . . . , i , j , . . . , j be nonnega-2 t D 1 t 1 t
w i1 i t x w j1 jt xti¨ e integers such that Y [ ??? [ Y s Y [ ??? [ Y . Then i s1 t 1 t 1
j , . . . , i s j .1 t t
w xProof. It is known that for any modules U, V in G we have U, V F 1.D
Moreover, since Y , . . . , Y lie on a sectional path in G and G is directed,1 t D D
w x w i1 i t xY , t Y s 0 for any 1 F k, l F t. Hence Y [ ??? [ Y , t Y s 0 andl D k 1 t D k
w j1 jt x  .Y [ ??? [ Y , t Y s 0, for any 1 F k F t. Applying now Lemma 6 i1 t D k
for X s Y , M s Y i1 [ ??? [ Y it, and N s Y j1 [ ??? [ Y jt we get i qk 1 t 1 t k
w i1 i t x w j1 jt xi q ??? qi s Y , Y [ ??? [ Y s Y , Y [ ??? [ Y s j q j qkq1 t k 1 t k t k kq1
??? qj , for any 1 F k F t. This implies i s j , . . . , i s j .t 1 1 t t
In the representation theory of polynomial growth strongly simply con-
 w x.nected algebras a crucial role is played see 22 by tame coil enlarge-
ments of tame concealed algebras, called coil algebras, and a special type
 w x.of standard component called a coil introduced in 2, 3 . Let C be an
 r .algebra with a fixed standard stable tube T s ZA r t of rank r G 1 in`
w xG . Following 4 an algebra B is said to be a coil enlargement of C usingC
module from T if there is a sequence C s C , C , . . . , C s B such that,0 1 n
for each 0 F j - n, C is obtained from C by an admissible operationjq1 j
 .with the pivot either in the stable tube G s T if j s 0 or in the coil G of0 j
G obtained from G by means of a sequence of admissible operationsC 0j
done so far. In this process we get a standard coil C s G in G . We referm B
w xto 2]4 for details concerning coils and coil enlargements of algebras.
An essential role in our proof of Theorem 2 will be played by the
following
PROPOSITION 8. Let C be an algebra, T a standard stable tube in G , B aC
coil enlargement of C using module from T, and C the standard coil obtained
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from T by the corresponding sequence of admissible operations. Let X and Y
w x w x 1  .be two nonisomorphic modules in C such that X s Y . Then Ext X, XB
1  ./ 0 and Ext Y, Y / 0.B
w x  .Proof. Recall from 3 that the coil C contains a maximal subtube
 .  .T M, p, q as a cofinite full translation subquiver, where p s p C is the
 .number of pairwise disjoint rays of C and q s q C is the number of
pairwise disjoint corays of C. We shall prove the proposition by induction
on p q q. We divide the proof into several steps.
 .1 Assume first that C s T. In this case p s q and is the rank of T.
w  .x w x w x  .  .It follows then from 20, 4.3 that X s Y if and only if ql X s ql Y
 .s cp for some c G 1, where ql Z denotes the quasi-length of a module Z
1 .in C. Hence X and Y are of quasi-length at least p, and then Ext X, X
1  . w  .x/ 0 and Ext Y, Y / 0, by 20, 3.5 . Therefore, we may assume thatB
C / T, that is, C contains at least one indecomposable projective or
injective module.
 .2 We also note that the modules X and Y do not lie on the same
 .ray respectively, coray of C. In the case C s T this follows from the
above remarks. In general, it can be proved by induction on the number of
wadmissible operations transforming T into C , and we refer to 24, Lemma
x6 for a detailed proof.
 .3 Assume now that C admits an indecomposable projective mod-
 .ule P such that the modules Z in C with Hom P, Z / 0 form anB
 .infinite sectional path ray
P s Z ª Z ª Z ª ???0 1 2
w x w x w x w x  .Since X s Y , we have P, X s P, Y . Further, by 2 , the above ray
w x w xdoes not contain both modules X and Y. Hence P, X s 0 s P, Y . Let
 .  .P s eB for a primitive idempotent e of B, and B9 s 1 y e B 1 y e .
Then X and Y are indecomposable B9-modules with the same composi-
 .  .tion factors, lying in a standard coil C 9 of G with p C 9 s p C yB 9
 .  . 1  .1, q C 9 s q C . Then, by our inductive assumption, we get Ext X, X sB
1  . 1  . 1  .Ext X, X / 0 and Ext Y, Y s Ext Y, Y / 0.B 9 B B 9
 .By 3 and its dual, we may assume that for any indecomposable
 .projective module P respectively, indecomposable injective module I in
 . C , the support of the restriction of the functor Hom P, ] respectively,B
 .. Hom ], I to C is not the ray starting at P respectively, coray endingB
.I . We look now on the last of the admissible operations in the sequence
C s C , C , . . . , C , C s B of admissible operations leading from C to0 1 ny1 n
 .  .  .B. It can be up to duality of type ad 2 or ad 3 .
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 .  .4 Assume that the last admissible operation is of type ad 2 . Then
C admits a full translation subquiver of the form
such that:
 .a the modules P, Z , i G 1, 1 F j F t q 1, form the family ofi, j
 .all modules Z in C with Hom P, Z / 0,B
 . Xb the modules Y , Z , i G 1, 1 F j F t, form the family of allj, 1 i, j
 .modules Z in C with Hom Z, Y / 0.B 1, 1
In particular, P is an indecomposable projective and injective module.
w x w xLet e be a primitive idempotent in B such that P s eA. Since X s Y ,
w x w x w x w xwe have again P, X s P, Y . Assume that P, X s P, Y s 0. Then X
 .  .and Y are indecomposable modules over B9 s 1 y e B 1 y e with the
same composition factors and lie in a standard coil C 9 of G , obtainedB 9
from C by removing the modules P, Z , i G 1, 1 F j F t q 1, and shrink-i, j
ing the corresponding sectional paths to the arrows. Hence, by our induc-
1  . 1  . 1  .tive assumption we get Ext X, X s Ext X, X / 0 and Ext Y, Y sB B 9 B
1  . w x w xExt Y, Y / 0. Therefore, we may assume that P, X s P, Y ) 0 andB 9
 4  .hence X, Y g P, Z , i G 1, 1 F j F t q 1 , by a . Let f be an idempo-i, j
tent in B such that fBf is the full t = t lower triangular matrix algebra
 .  .and Y is projective-injective as fBf-module. Then 1 y f B 1 y f is a1, 1
coil enlargement of C whose Auslander]Reiten quiver contains a stan-
dard coil G obtained from C by removing the modules Z , ZX , i G 1,i, j i, j
 .1 F j F t, Y , 2 F r q s F t q 1, and replacing P by P9 s P 1 y f . Itr , s
w  .xfollows from the description of admissible operations given in 3, 2.1 that
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 .  .  .  .the 1 y f B 1 y f -modules X 9 s X 1 y f and Y 9 s Y 1 y f are inde-
composable, and belong to the ray of G P9 ª Z ª Z ª ???1, tq1 2, tq1
starting at P9, and to the coray of G ??? ª ZX ª ZX ª P9 ending2, tq1 1, tq1
w x w x w x w xat P9. Moreover, X s Y implies X 9 s Y 9 , and hence X 9 , Y 9, by
 . X2 . Therefore we get X s Z s Z and Y s Z sk qyi, 1qj k pyj, 1qi k qyl, 1qm
ZX for some 1 F i, j, l, m F t and k G 1. Further, since X and Yk pym , 1ql
 .do not lie on the same ray respectively, coray in C , we have i / l and
j / m. Without loss of generality we may assume j - m. Applying Lemma
5 several times to the short exact sequences given by the meshes of the
translation subquiver
of C , we get a short exact sequence
0 ª Y ª Z ª Z ª 0.tq1ym , 1qj k qyi , 1qj k qyi , 1qm
Then
Xw x w x0 s X y Y s Z y Z q Zk qyi , 1qj k qyi , 1qm k pym , 1qi
Xy Zk pym , 1ql
X Xs Y q Z y Z , .tq1ym , 1qj k pym , 1qi k pym , 1ql
w X x w X x w xand hence Z y Z s y Y .k pym , 1qi k pym , 1ql tq1ym , 1qj
In a similar way we get
w xY if i - l ,1q i , tq1ylX XZ y Z sk pym , 1qi k pym , 1ql  w xy Y if i ) l.1q l , tq1yi
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w x w xThis leads to i ) l and Y s Y . Since Y andtq1ym , 1qj 1q1, tq1yi tq1ym , 1qj
Y are indecomposable modules over the hereditary algebra D of1q l, tq1yi
Dynkin type A , we have Y , Y , and so the equalitiest tq1ym , 1qj 1ql, tq1yi
t q 1 y m s 1 q l and 1 q j s t q 1 y i. This gives m q l s i q j s t.
Observe that we have in C the sectional paths
s : X s ZX ª ZX ª ??? ª Y s Yk pyj , 1qi k pyjy1, 1qi 1qi , tyi 1qi , j
and
r : Y s Y ª ??? ª Z ª Z s X ,i , 1qj tyj , 1qj k qyiy1, 1qj k qyi , 1qj
where we set Y s ZX and Y s Z . Further, Y s1q t, 0 1, 1qt 0, 1qt 1, 1qt 1qi, j
t Y . Applying now Lemma 5 to the short exact sequences given by theA i, jq1
meshes with the end terms formed by the intersections of the sectional
paths with sources on s and the sectional paths with targets on r we
conclude that there is an exact sequence
0 ª ZX ª U ª Z ª 0,k pyj , 1qi k qyi , 1qj
where the middle term U is a direct sum of modules from C nonisomor-
phic to X. In particular, the above exact sequence does not split, and so
1  . 1  .Ext X, X / 0. The proof that Ext Y, Y / 0 is similar.B B
 .  .5 Assume that the last admissible operation is of type ad 3 . Then
C admits a full translation subquiver of one of the forms
if t is odd, or
if t is even, and such that:
 . Xa the modules X , 1 F r F t q 1, and Z , i G 1, 1 F j Fr i, j
 4  .min i, t q 1 , form the family of all modules Z in C with Hom P, Z / 0;B
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 . X  4b the modules Y , 1 F s F t, and Z , i G 1, 1 F j F min i, ts i, j
 .form the family of all modules Z in C with Hom Z, Y / 0.B t
Without loss of generality we may assume that t is odd. In particular, P
 .is an indecomposable projective module. As in 4 , we may assume that
w x w x  XP, X s P, Y ) 0 and then X, Y g X , Z ; 1 F r F t q 1, i G 1, 1 Fr i, j
 44  .j F min i, t q 1 , by a . Let D be the support algebra of Y [ ??? [ Y ,1 t
and e an idempotent in B such that D s eBe. Observe that Y ª Y ª1 2
??? ª Y is a sectional path of G intersecting each t -orbit of G exactlyt D D D
 .  .once. Hence, D is a tilted algebra of type A . Moreover, 1 y e B 1 y e ist
a coil enlargement of C whose Auslander]Reiten quiver contains a
standard coil G obtained from C by removing the modules Z , ZX ,i, j i, j
 4 Xi G 0, 1 F j F min i, t , X , Y , 1 F r F t, and replacing P by the projec-rq1 r
 .  .  .  .tive-injective 1 y e B 1 y e -module P9 s P 1 y e . Similarly as in 4 we
show that X s Z s ZX , Y s Z sk qy1q i, 1q j k py1q ty j, 1q ty i k qy1q l, 1qm
ZX for some 0 F i, j, l, m F t, k G 0, with the restrictionk py1qtym , 1qtyl
 .j q 1 F i y 1 and m q 1 F l y 1 for k s 0. Again, since by 2 X and Y
 .do not lie on the same ray respectively, coray , we have i / l and j / m.
Clearly, we may assume j - m. Applying Lemma 5 to the short exact
sequences given by the meshes of the following translation subquivers
of C , we get short exact sequences
0 ª Y ª Z [ Y ª Z ª 01qs k qy1ql , 1qs 2qs k qy1ql , 2qs
j F s - m, where we set Y s 0. Applying again Lemma 5 to the abovetq1
short sequences we infer that there exists a short exact sequence
0 ª Y ª Z [ Y ª Z ª 0.1q j k qy1ql , 1qj 1qm k qy1ql , 1qm
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Then we have
X Xw x w x0 s X y Y s Z y Z .k py1qtyj , 1qtyi k py1qtyj , 1qtyl
q Z y Z .k qy1ql , 1qj k qy1ql , 1qm
X X w xs Z y Z q Y y Y , .  .k py1qtyj , 1qtyi k py1qtyj , 1qtyl 1qj 1qm
w X x w X x w x w xand hence Z y Z s Y y Y . In ak py1qtyj, 1qtyi k py1qtyj, 1qtyl 1qm 1qj
w X x w X x w x w xsimilar way we get Z y Z s Y y Y ,k py1qtyj, 1qtyi k py1qtyj, 1qtyl i l
w xwhere we put Y s 0. Combining both equalities we obtain Y [ Y s0 i 1qj
w xY [ Y . From Lemma 7 we then conclude that 1 q j s l - 1 q m s il 1qm
or m s t, i s 0, 1 q j s l. Since in both cases 1 q m ) l y 1, we have
k / 0.
Assume first 1 q j s l - 1 q m s i. Observe that we have in C the
following sectional paths
s : X s ZX ª ??? ª ZX s Z ,k py1qtyj , 1qtyi tyj , 1qtyi iy1, j
r : Z ª ??? ª Z s X ,i , 1qj k qy1qi , 1qj
j : Y s Z9 ª ??? ª ZX s Z ,k py1qtym , 1qtyl 1qtyl , 1qtyl ly1, ly1
h : Z ª ??? ª Z s Y .1qm , 1qm k qy1ql , 1qm
Moreover, Z s t Z and Z s t my lq2Z . Applyingiy1, j B i, 1qj ly1, ly1 B mq1, mq1
Lemma 5 to the short exact sequences given by the meshes with the end
terms formed by the intersections of the sectional paths with sources on s
and sectional paths with targets on r we conclude that there is an exact
sequence
0 ª ZX ª U ª Z ª 0,k py1qtyj , 1qtyi k qy1qi , 1qj
where U is a direct sum of indecomposable modules from C nonisomor-
phic to X. In particular, the above short exact sequence does not split, and
1  .hence Ext X, X / 0. Further, applying Lemma 5 to the short exactB
sequences given by the meshes with the end terms formed by the intersec-
tions of sectional paths with sources on j or Z , and sectional paths withs, s
targets on h or Z , l y 1 F s F m q 1, and the meshes starting at Y ,s, s s
l F s F m, we infer that there exists an exact sequence
0 ª ZX ª V ª Z ª 0,k py1qtym , 1qtyl k qy1ql , 1qm
where V is a direct sum of indecomposable modules from C nonisomor-
phic to Y. Therefore, the above exact sequence does not split, and so
1  .Ext Y, Y / 0.B
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Assume now that m s t, i s 0, 1 q j s l. Then we have in C sectional
paths of the form
s : X s ZX ª ??? ª ZX ,k py1qtyj , 1qt tq1, tq1
r : Z ª ??? ª Z s X ,1q j , 1qj k qy1, 1qj
j : Y s ZX ª ??? ª ZX ,k py1, 1qtyl 1qtyl , 1qtyl
h : Z ª ??? ª Z s Y .1q t , 1qt k qy1ql , 1qt
Applying Lemma 5 as above we get nonsplittable exact sequences
0 ª X ª U ª X ª 0
and
0 ª Y ª V ª Y ª 0.
1  . 1  .Hence Ext X, X / 0, Ext Y, Y / 0, and this finishes the proof.B B
w  .x  .Recall from 16, 3.1 that a family T s T of stable tubes of ani ig I
Auslander]Reiten quiver G is called separating if the remaining inde-C
composable C-modules fall into two classes P, Q such that the following
 .conditions are satisfied: 1 the tubes T , i g I, are pairwise orthogonal andi
 .  .  .  .  .standard, 2 Hom T, P s Hom Q, T s Hom Q, P s 0, and 3C C C
given any map from P to Q, and any i g I, then this map can be factored
through T . In this case, gl.dim C F 2, pd X F 1 for all modules X ini C
 w  . .x.P k T, and id Y F 1 for all modules Y in T k Q see 16, 5.1 5 .C
w x  w x.Recently, it has been proved in 10 see also 21 that an Auslander]
Reiten quiver G admits a separating family of stable tubes if and only if CC
w xis a concealed canonical algebra 9 , that is obtained from a canonical
algebra by a tilting module which is a direct sum of indecomposable
modules of positive rank.
PROPOSITION 9. Let C be an algebra with a separating family T of stable
tubes, B a coil enlargement of C using modules from T, and C the family of
coils in G obtained from T by the sequence of admissible operations leadingB
from C to B. Assume that M is an indecomposable module from C with
1  . w x w xExt M, M s 0 and N an indecomposable B-module such that M s N .B
Then M , N.
Proof. Let G s P* k T k Q*, where T separates P* from Q*. More-C
 . w x w  .xover, T s T 10 . It follows from 4, 3.5 that there is a uniquel lg P K .1
 . ymaximal branch coextension tubular coextension B of C and a family
Cy of pairwise orthogonal standard coray tubes in G y such that By is aB
y convex subcategory of B, and B can be obtained from B respectively, C
y.can be obtained from T by a sequence of admissible operations of
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 .  .  . y y yytypes ad1 , ad2 , ad3 . Further, G s P k T k Q , whereB
 y y.  y y.  y y.y y y yHom T , P s Hom Q , T s Hom Q , P s 0, id X F 1B B B B
for X g T yk Qy, and pd yY F 1 for Y g Py. Dually, there is a uniqueB
 . q qmaximal branch extension tubular extension B or C and a family C
of pairwise orthogonal standard ray tubes in G q such that Bq is a convexB
q subcategory of B, and B can be obtained from B respectively, C can be
q. obtained from T by a sequence of admissible operations of types ad
.  .  . q q qq1* , ad2* , ad3* . Moreover, G s P k T k Q , whereB
 q q.  q q.  q q.q q q qHom T , P s Hom Q , T s Hom Q , P s 0, pd X F 1B B B B
for X g Pqk T q, and id qY F 1 for Y g Qq. Finally, G s P k C k T,B B
y q  .  .  .where P s P , Q s Q , Hom C , P s Hom Q, C s Hom Q, PB B B
s 0, P does not contain injective modules, and Q does not contain
projective modules. Let G be the coil of C containing M. We shall show
that N also belongs to G. Then, by Proposition 8, we will have M , N.
Assume first that M is neither a By-module nor Bq-module. Then
 .Hom P, M / 0 for an indecomposable projective B-module P lying inB
 .G and Hom M, I / 0 for an indecomposable injective B-module I lyingB
w x w xin G. Since M s N , applying the above properties of the decomposition
G s P k C k Q, we conclude that N g G, and we are done. By duality,B
we may now assume that M is a Bq-module. Then N is also a Bq-module,
w x w x q qbecause M s N . Moreover, there exists a standard ray tube G in T
such that M belongs to Gq, and G is obtained from Gq by the correspond-
 .  .  .ing sequence of admissible operations of types ad 1* , ad 2* , ad 3* .
Observe that Gq is obtained from a stable tube T of T by a sequence ofl
  .ray insertions admissible operations of type ad 1 . Denote by M9 and N9
w x w xthe restrictions of M and N to C, respectively. Then M s N implies
w x w x  w  .xM9 s N9 . It is known see 3, 2.1 that M9 is indecomposable and the
 .support of M is obtained from the support of M9 by adding a free linear
w  .xquiver of type A . Further, by 4, 2.4 , if N9 has a direct summand fromm
q  .T then N belongs to G . Applying Lemma 6 i we get the equalityl
w x w x w x w xq qM , M y M , t M s M , N y N , t M .B B
 w  . .x.qSince pd M F 1 we then get using 16, 2.4 6B
0 s Ext1 M , M s Ext q1 M , M , D Hom q M , t qM . .  .  .B B B B
w x w x w x  .q qHence, M, N y N, t M s M, M ) 0, and so Hom M, N / 0.B B
Thus N g Gq or N g Qq. If N g Gq then applying again Proposition 8
 q. qto the coil G we get M , N. Suppose N g Q . Then N9 is a direct sum
of modules from Q*, because by the above remarks N9 has no direct
 y .summands from T . Observe that Hom t M9, M9 s 0. Indeed, ifl C C
 y .  y .q qHom t M9, M9 / 0, then Hom t M, M / 0, by the well-knownC C B B
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1  .properties of the standard ray tubes, and consequently Ext M, M ,B
 y .  .qD Hom t M, M / 0, a contradiction. Applying again Lemma 6 ii , weB
get
yw x w x w x w xN9, M9 y t M9, N9 s M9, M9 y t M9, M9 s M9, M9 ) 0,C C
 .and hence Hom N9, M9 / 0. But it is not possible becauseC
 .Hom Q*, T s 0. This finishes the proof.C
Proof of Theorem 2. Let A be a strongly simply connected algebra of
polynomial growth. Assume that M and N are indecomposable A-mod-
w x w x 1  . 1  .ules such that M s N and Ext M, M s 0 and Ext N, N s 0. If MA A
is directing does not lie on an oriented cycle of nonzero nonisomorphisms
. w  . .xbetween indecomposable A-modules then M , N, by 16, 2.4 8 . As-
w  .xsume M is nondirecting. Then from 22, 4.8 there exists a convex
 .subcategory B of A such that B is a tame coil enlargement of a tame
concealed convex subcategory C of A using modules from the unique
 .separating family T s T of stable tubes in G and M is anl lg P K . C1
 .indecomposable B-module in the family C s C of coils obtainedl lg P K .1
from T by the corresponding sequence of admissible operations. Since
w x w x 1  . 1  .M s N , N is also a B-module. Moreover, Ext M, M , Ext M, MB A
s 0, because B is a convex subcategory of A. Applying Proposition 9 we
get then M , N.
3. EXAMPLES
We shall present examples of indecomposable modules lying in coils of
coil algebras which have no selfextensions but nontrivial endomorphism
rings.
Fix a positive integer n. Consider the algebra A s KQrI where Q is the
quiver
and I is the ideal in KUQ generated by ra , va , b j , b h, and1 1 1 1
 .b a y s g , for 1 F i F n, b g , s a , for 2 F i F n if n G 2 . Denotei i i i i iy1 iy1 i
by B the convex subcategory of A given by all objects of A except
c , c , . . . , c , and by C the convex subcategory of A given by the objects1 2 n
Äx, y, z, d, e. Then C is a hereditary algebra of type D and B is a tubular4
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 .coextension of C using the simple module S z given by the vertex z.
Observe that we can obtain B from C by applying n-times admissible
 .operations of type ad 1* . Further, A can be obtained from B by applying
 .n-times admissible operations of type ad 2 . Therefore, A is a tame coil
enlargement of C, having in each dimension d at most one one-parameter
family of indecomposable modules. Applying constructions of modifying
w  .xcomponents by admissible operations presented in 3, 2.1 we get in G aA
standard coil C of the form:
The coil C has n projective-injective modules P , . . . , P , P being the1 ny1 n
projective covers of the simple modules given by c , . . . , c , c , and the1 ny1 n
injective envelopes of the simple modules given by a , . . . , a , a , respec-1 ny1 n
tively. The remaining modules in C are t 2 nq2-periodic. For each 1 F r F n,A
the module M is given byr
with zeros at the vertices b , a , b , c . . . a , b , c . Since C is stan-r rq1 rq1 rq1 n n n
1  .  .dard, for each 1 F r F n, we get Ext M , M , D Hom M , t M s 0.A r r A r A r
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 .On the other hand, observe that End M is isomorphic to the algebraA r
w x  .2K x , . . . , x r x , . . . , x . Observe also that gl.dim A s 2. Finally, since1 r 1 r
 .  y .Hom P , t M / 0, Hom t M , P / 0, and P is projective-injective,A r A r A A r r r
 w  .xwe have see 16 2.4 that pd M s 2 and id M s 2, for any 1 F r F n.A r A r
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